Name of the Tool

Renewable Energy Directory

Home Page

Logo

URL

www.energyplanet.info/

Subject

Energy resources - Directories

Accessibility

Free

Language

English

Publisher

Alternative Energy News

Brief History

Subject to research

Scope and Coverage

The Renewable Energy Directory provides information on the websites of a variety
of energy resources including their maps and locations. The events page can also
covers information on the energy event or conferences.

Kind of Information

The directory provides information on different kinds of categories like alternative
energy, alternative fuel, electric bikes, electric cars, fuel cells, free energy, global
warming, human power, wind energy, wave power etc. Numbers of websites are
given in bracket under each category and each category can be identified with their
icons. Some categories are given below as examples :

List of websites are provided including their URL, short description, category/type,
location and print screen of home pages. As for example, ‘Tidal energy’ shows the
list of the related websites with their description, hyperlinks and maps.

This directory is a part of AE News. Thus, alternative energy (AE) headlines can be
seen with date and description under ‘news’ column. An example is shown below :

Events can be submitted by filling a format which needs information on the date,
time and description etc. of an event.
Recent posts are given with respective photos and description. One post is shown
below as example :

Special Features
 RSS Feed is available.
 Directory of each category are displayed in map.
 Hyperlinks of related featured websites are attached also. Those are NDC
technologies, Telsa Motors etc.
 Searching can be done through categories and regions.
 Newsletters are sent to the emails of subscribed users.
Arrangement Pattern

Categories are arranged alphabetically in index as shown below :

Remarks

It is a relevant tool to know about the informative websites and resources throughout
the world. As the URL are provided, thus the websites can be viewed in depth and
other related information on that category of resources can also be known.

Comparable Tools

Date of Access

 Energy Directory | EnergyWorld Magazine
( www.energyworldmag.com/energy-directory/ )
17th January’ 2017.

